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summary
Endurance can be defined as the ability to maintain or to repeat a given force or
power output. The sport performance–endurance relationship is a multi-factorial
concept. However, evidence indicates that maximum strength is a major component.
Conceptually, endurance is a continuum. The literature indicates that (a) maximum
strength is moderately to strongly related to endurance capabilities and associated
factors, a relationship that is likely stronger for high intensity exercise endurance
(HIEE) activities than for low intensity exercise endurance (LIEE); (b) strength training can increase both HIEE and LIEE, the effect being greater for HIEE; (c) the volume
of strength training plays a role in endurance adaptation; and (d) mechanical specificity and training program variables also play a role in the degree of adaptation.

ost coaches and athletes would
argue that endurance is a factor that can affect sports performance. However, definitions of en-

M
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durance vary from sport to sport. For
this discussion, endurance is defined as
the ability to maintain or repeat a given
force or power output.
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Although explaining the performance–strength relationship in sports is
a multi-factorial concept, evidence indicates that maximum strength is likely
a key component (37, 39, 52). The purpose of this discussion is to consider
briefly the association of measures of
maximum strength and the effects of
strength training in relation to shortand long-duration endurance and endurance-related factors. Particular attention was given to sports performance
related-endurance factors. Evidence
from different types of reviewed crosssectional and longitudinal research was
considered; in conceptual areas for
which few reviewed publications could
be found, theses, abstracts, and observational information were considered in
conjunction with reviewed articles.
Semi-isokinetic device research was not
extensively reviewed for two reasons:
first, questions have been raised as to
the external validity of these devices and
second, coaches and athletes do not typ-

ically have access to these devices and
they are not commonly used in the
training or testing and monitoring of
athletes (53). Collectively, the information indicates that the association between maximum strength and sports
performance-related endurance factors
is stronger than might be expected.
In order to better understand the
strength/endurance relationship, a definition of strength is necessary. Strength
can be defined as the ability to produce
force (48, 50). Thus, the measurement
of strength is, in effect, a measure of an
ability or skill. Because force is a vector
quantity, the display of strength would
have the characteristics of magnitude
(0–100%) and a direction. Furthermore, the generation of force can be
isometric or dynamic and has a rate of
development. The characteristics of
force production are determined by a
number of factors, including the type
of contraction and the magnitude,
rate, and degree of muscle activation.
The direction of force production is related to the motor unit and muscle activation patterns and to anatomical
factors. Thus, the conditions for measurement of strength must be defined
carefully.
The importance of force production can
be ascertained from Newton’s second
law:
F = ma
Thus acceleration (a) of a mass (m), such
as body mass or an external object, depends directly upon the ability of the
musculature to generate force (F ). Because acceleration is derived from velocity, the velocity an object attains during
movement is a function of the applied
force. Force must be applied for a certain time, thus creating an impulse that
leads to a change in velocity of the object. Furthermore, power production,
which is the product of force and velocity, is likely the most important factor in
determining success in most sports. For
both short- and long-duration en-

durance activities, it can be argued that
the average power, often derived from
many cyclic repetitions, is a deciding
factor in winning or losing (37, 39, 52).
Therefore, the ability to generate force
(strength), which is an integral part of
power production, may be a key component in determining athletic success (52,
53). However, the degree to which these
factors, particularly maximum strength,
influence endurance is still not totally
clear.
Formerly, the endurance–strength relationship was viewed as a primary function of the muscular system and was described with the term muscular
endurance. The effects of maximum
strength on muscular endurance were
simplistically divided into observations
of absolute and relative “mechanisms”:
•

•

Absolute muscular endurance: the
number of repetitions performed at
an absolute submaximal resistance is
a function of maximum strength—a
stronger person has an advantage, especially as the load approaches maximum.
Relative muscular endurance: at a
given percentage of maximum
strength, the maximum numbers of
repetitions that weaker or stronger individuals are able to perform are (typically) approximately equal and produce equal amounts of “relative”
work (23, 47). However, some studies
indicate that the weaker person has an
advantage in muscular endurance as
a result of less work being performed
in the same time frame (3).

Although these 2 ideas can be used to explain much of the association between
maximum strength and endurance capabilities, these concepts are really more
observational descriptions rather than
mechanistic descriptions. Furthermore,
these observations do not necessarily explain the actual underlying mechanisms
associated with increases in endurance
resulting from strength gains for all situations.. Whereas some sports or events,
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such the shot put, discus, and track cycling, depend more upon absolute
strength capabilities, others, such as
road cycling and sprinting, depend more
upon strength in relation to body mass
(54, 55). However, in sports and daily
living, it can be argued that absolute
loads are encountered regularly. Indeed,
there may be few, if any, instances where
loads relative to maximum strength actually are encountered. Fundamentally,
these 2 observations/mechanisms (absolute and relative muscular endurance)
do not consider additional underlying
mechanistic possibilities.
Other potential mechanisms arising
from increased strength and strength
training include central or peripheral
blood flow and vascular effects, muscle
fiber recruitment alterations, and
changes in movement economy. For example:
•

•

Certain types of resistance training
(high volume) may result in small
but significant increases in V˙ O2max,
which could contribute to enhanced
endurance (56), particularly among
those with low or average aerobic
power.
Although typical strength training
has minimal effects on V˙ O2max, it
may be possible that stronger athletes are more efficient or economical in their movements, leading to
enhanced endurance capabilities as a
result of performing less work to accomplish a given task (21, 34, 63).
These observations indicate that
gaining strength can have profound
effects on motor control attributes
that may lead to an increased economy of movement. Basically, this
means that an athlete would use less
energy for the same distance traveled, compared with a less movement-efficient athlete. Alterations in
movement efficiency may be a primary mechanism underlying performance enhancement among welltrained endurance athletes, as a
result of resistance training (40).

45

•

•

•
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Increases in strength often are accompanied by increases in power
and rate of force development (1); it
is possible that these adaptations
may increase endurance by reducing
the relative force (percentage of maximum) applied at similar loads, thus
maintaining a greater blood flow, or
by reducing the time of restricted
blood flow during a muscle contraction, which in turn reduces the limitations to muscle oxygenation and
exchange of substrates/metabolites
(39).
As a result of strength training that
can affect all motor unit types, the
use (or recruitment) of type 1 motor
units may be enhanced and use of
type 2 motor units reduced per
movement at submaximal loads (13,
19, 35). Additionally, strength training has been shown to reduce the
amount of muscle activated for a
given load (42), thus there could be a
smaller metabolic demand for the
same force output. This also may indicate that as motor units become
stronger or more powerful, fewer
motor units will be recruited for a
given force output/work rate, thus
creating a motor unit reserve available for additional work.
Another potential mechanism for increased endurance deals with the possible increase in number (and size) of
type IIa fibers (MHC IIa). Type IIa
fibers have high glycolytic and oxidative potential and are relatively fatigue resistant. Resistance training
can result in an increased number of
type IIa fibers with a concomitant
decrease in the proportion of type IIx
fibers. Greater proportions of type
IIa fibers may allow a greater tolerance for high-intensity exercise. leading to greater endurance (10, 14). Interestingly, motor unit type may
influence fatigue resistance as a result
of postactivation potentiation (PAP).
PAP may contribute to the ability to
generate a given force at a lower
adenosine triphosphate expenditure,
thus enhancing endurance capabili-

•

•

•

ties (17). Evidence also indicates that
a larger proportion of type IIa fibers
may enhance the effects of certain
types of PAP, resulting in force
restoration and maintenance during
strength training and strength/power
sports, a type of endurance termed
high intensity exercise endurance
(HIEE) (10).
Some evidence also suggests that fatigue resistance can be improved
through strength training as a result
of prolonged membrane excitation
and enhanced ionic regulation (5,
33).
Endurance depends upon both aerobic and anaerobic mechanisms—enhancement of anaerobic capacity as a
result of strength training also can
contribute to enhanced endurance
(40).
The lactate threshold (LT) also can
be modified markedly through resistance training (31). Perhaps, using
appropriate resistance training, it
may be possible to maintain the LT
at higher values during periods of
primarily aerobic training in which
the anaerobic system is not being
taxed.

As can be ascertained from the foregoing
discussion, there are several potential
reasons why strength training may enhance endurance. The discussion dealing
with the effects of strength/strength
training on endurance is divided into
two parts. Part 1 deals with HIEE, which
can be defined as the ability to sustain or
to repeat high intensity exercise and has
been associated with sustained activities
of ≤2 minutes (57). Part 2 deals with
strength training and long-duration endurance activities, a type of endurance
that may be termed low intensity exercise
endurance (LIEE). Therefore, LIEE
would be the ability to sustain or to repeat low intensity exercise.
The degree to which each of these potential mechanisms contributes to various types of endurance along a high-tolow endurance continuum, particularly
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among advanced and elite athletes, is
not well understood. Certainly, the ability of the coach and athlete to appropriately integrate resistance training into
the training process will have a great
deal of influence on the degree of endurance enhancement.
As with any type of training goal (i.e.,
maximum strength, power, endurance),
the impact of the training program depends upon training factors including
mechanical specificity, the training volume and intensity factors, rest period
length, and the trained state.

Maximum Strength Strength
Training for Strength and
Power Sports
Effects of Enhanced Maximum
Strength Correlational Studies
A correlation represents the strength of
the relationship among variables—the
correlation coefficient (symbolized as r)
ranges from –1.0 to 1.0; the closer the
coefficient is to 1.0, the stronger the relationship. A positive correlation between 2 variables would mean they increase together, whereas a negative
correlation would mean an inverse relationship. Hopkins (22) has ranked correlations according to the following r
values: 0.0 (trivial); 0.1 (small); 0.3
(moderate); 0.5 (strong); 0.7 (very
strong); 0.9 (nearly perfect); and 1.0
(perfect).
By multiplying the correlation coefficient by itself (r2), the shared variance
can be determined. The shared variance
is an estimation of how much of the
variability in one variable is explained by
the variance in another variable.
Using previously strength-trained subjects (n = 33), Robinson et al. (44)
showed that high volume strength training for 5 weeks could increase power
output and HIEE. Power and HIEE
were measured by fifteen 5-second maximum effort cycle rides with 5-second
rest intervals (0.1 kg × body mass).

Robinson et al. (44) showed that maximum strength as measured by the 1 repetition maximum (RM) squat had
strong and increasing correlations with
cycle peak power (PP), the average PP
(APP15) over 15 rides, and the average
work accomplished (ATW15) over 15
rides. Pre r values were 0.62 (PP), 0.67
(APP15), and 0.64 (ATW15). Post r values were 0.74 (PP), 0.72 (APP15), and
0.75 (ATW15). This correlational information indicates that maximum
strength is associated with both power
output and HIEE and that the relationship gets stronger with training (44).
An important consideration is whether
significant relationships can be established between variables in high level
athletes. Stone et al. (52) reported an
investigation of the relationship between the 1RM parallel squat and tests
of agility, jumping capabilities, and endurance using international level Scottish badminton players (n = 13). This
study was part of the ongoing sports
testing-sports science program initiated by the Scottish Institute of Sport.
The results (52) indicated that the
1RM squat was correlated strongly
with both weighted and unweighted
countermovement and static vertical
jumps, as well as with tests of agility (r
= 0.65–0.87). Additionally, the 1RM
was correlated with a test of agility-endurance. A badminton-specific agility
test was designed to simulate the
change-of-direction and metabolic demands of badminton (X-test; M. Glaister; 52), and this test could be repeated
to add an endurance component to the
test protocol. Its test-retest reliability
was excellent. The X-test was repeated
15 times with a 14-second rest interval
for males and a 16-second rest interval
for females (simulating the rest intervals between volleys during a badminton match, as measured from
video). The correlation between the
1RM squat and the repeated X-test (average time) was r = –0.69. These results
indicate that maximum strength (as
measured by the 1RM squat and 1RM

squat per kg body mass) has significant
relationships with power-, speed-, and
speed-endurance–related variables.
Additional studies indicate that greater
maximum strength can be related to increased power and endurance in various
activities, including sprint swimming
(11, 12, 46) and sprint cycling (55).
These types of studies, dealing with
trained subjects, including high level
athletes, indicate that maximum
strength is related strongly to HIEE.
The studies discussed so far indicate a relationship between maximum strength
and endurance. However, cross-sectional
and correlational data do not necessarily
imply cause and effect.
Effects of Enhanced Maximum
Strength Longitudinal Studies
It has been well established that stronger
athletes have a greater absolute endurance capability (3). However, it is
not uncommon for these athletes to undergo periods of strength-endurance
training (high volume strength training)
or power-endurance training (high volume power training). Typically, these
types of high intensity endurance training programs take place during the general and specific preparation phases and
occasionally for very short periods occurring 4–8 weeks before major competitions. Part of the reason for using a
strength-endurance or power-endurance
phase is the belief that HIEE will be enhanced beyond that of typical strength
training. Only a few studies have directly addressed this issue.
McGee et al. (32) compared 3 different
training groups consisting of low (GpL), moderate (Gp-V), and high volume
(Gp-H) strength training groups. The
Gp-L group (n = 8) performed 1 set of
8–12RM to failure, with one light
warm-up set. The Gp-V group (n = 9)
comprised multiple set variations: 2
weeks at 3 × 10RM, 3 weeks at 3 × 5RM,
and 2 weeks at 3 × 3RM. The Gp-H
group (n = 10) performed 3 × 10RM.
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Both the moderate and high volume
groups performed 3 warm-up sets that
progressed from light to moderate intensity.
The subjects trained using large muscle
mass exercises and emphasized leg and
hip strength-endurance. Training was
3d·wk–1 for 7 weeks. Squats and pressing
movements were performed 2d·wk–1
(Monday and Friday) and pulling movements
were
performed
1d·wk–1
(Wednesday). Total volume of work was
quite different among the 3 groups. For
example, the total planned repetitions
(squats: 2 times·wk–1) at the target sets
were approximately Gp-L = 140; Gp-V =
246; and Gp-H = 420. Considering that
reasonable training loads were used, the
3 groups accomplished very different
total amounts of work. All the subjects
were trained in the same manner for 2
weeks prior to the study. Endurance was
measured by 2 methods: cycle ergometry
to failure (<5 minutes) at a constant load
(4.5 KP) and parallel squats to failure
with increasing loads. Pre- and posttesting found that although all groups improved, the greatest percentage of improvement for both tests was Gp-H >
Gp-V > Gp-L. Additionally, it was noted
that although the greatest improvements
were specific (i.e., squats), considerable
improvement in cycle endurance also occurred. The authors concluded that the
degree of strength training–induced
adaptations in HIEE was to a large extent volume-dependent, agreeing with
the general observations and conclusions
of Stone and Coulter (58).
It is commonly believed that shortening
the rest interval between sets enhances
the HIEE training effect. Unfortunately,
very little study has been conducted that
actually addresses this belief. The available current research does not support a
strong association between strength
training rest interval and HIEE. Robinson et al. (44) used moderately trained
subjects and investigated rest interval effects on HIEE. Three different interset
rest periods were studied, group 1 (n =

47

11) used 3-minute rest, group 2 (n = 11)
used 1.5-minute rest, and group 3 (n =
11) used 0.5-minute rest. The subjects
trained 4d·wk–1 for 5 weeks using exercises that emphasized the legs and hips.
All subjects performed 5 × 10 repetitions
for all major exercises; only the rest intervals were different. Pre- and posttests included the vertical jump (VJ), 1RM
squat, and fifteen 5-second maximum effort cycle rides with 1-minute rest intervals (0.1 kg × body mass). Groups 1 and
2 showed nonsignificant improvements
in the VJ, whereas group 3 showed a
nonsignificant decrease, and group 1 significantly increased in the squat compared with group 3. All three groups improved significantly on the cycle tests,
with no differences between groups. The
authors (44) concluded that shortening
the rest intervals did not produce an advantage for developing HIEE, agreeing
with the observations of Nimmons (36)
and Kulling et al. (28).
In an unpublished master’s thesis, Nimmons (36) trained 2 groups for 9 weeks
with exercises emphasizing the leg and
hip musculature. Both groups performed a high volume training program
using 3 × 10 repetitions at a target load,
plus light and moderate warm-up sets of
10 repetitions. However, different rest
periods between sets were used: group 1
(n = 8) rested 3 minutes between sets
and group 2 (n = 6) rested 30 seconds
between sets. Training data indicated
that group 1 used substantially higher
loads, a higher relative intensity, and
performed more work over the 9 weeks,
compared with group 2. Maximum
strength (1RM squat) increased 13.1%
in group 1 and 8.8% in group 2 (effect
size, group 1 = 2.29; effect size, group 2
= 1.80). Repetitions to failure at 85% of
the 1RM improved 152% in group 1
and 77% in group 2 (effect size, group 1
= 4.89; effect size, group 2 = 3.33). The
results (36) indicated that short rest periods did not offer an advantage for increasing HIEE; indeed, the observed
tendency was for short rest periods to
produce inferior effects.

48

In a similar investigation, reported in an
abstract, Kulling et al. (28) indicated
that longer interset rest periods facilitated HIEE adaptations. They (28) found
that training with 90-second rest periods, compared with 30 seconds, resulted
in more repetitions to failure in bench
presses at a percentage of body mass
(60% for men and 40% for women)
after 12 weeks of training. The longer
rest periods allowed a higher training intensity, which facilitated adaptations in
strength and endurance. These data (28,
36, 44) indicate that if interset rest periods are too short (<90 seconds) then
training intensity (i.e., average load) and
subsequent adaptations can be compromised. Collectively, these observations
bring into question the practice of using
circuit resistance training or other short
interset rest period programs to enhance
strength and strength-endurance. Short
interset rest intervals often are used to
increase the average metabolic expenditure. However, the short rest periods can
compromise resistance exercise loading
parameters and subsequent adaptations
to training. Clearly, more investigation
is needed in this area.
The effects of short interset rest intervals
during resistance training on LIEE are
not known. However, other types of
high-intensity training using short intervals have been shown to substantially
alter metabolic variables, including
V˙ O2max, and positively affect endurance
(29, 30, 45). Thus it is possible that
short interset rest period resistance
training protocols may positively affect
aspects of LIEE.
Although not all studies agree, the data
presented indicate that:
•

Although specificity is evident,
strength training can produce adaptations in endurance, which are
transferable (i.e., adaptations can
take place in exercises not used in the
strength training program). For example, weight training transfers to
cycle exercise endurance alterations.
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•

•

•

Higher volume training can affect
measures of endurance to a greater
extent than low volume training.
Within the context of strength training, short rest periods (≤90 seconds)
do not enhance endurance beyond
using typical rest periods (3–5 minutes) and can compromise strength
and power gains. If rest periods are
too short (≤30 seconds), loading
could be compromised sufficiently
to result in smaller gains in strength
power and possibly HIEE.
A great deal of research is still necessary to clarify these relationships.

Maximum Strength-Strength
Training For Endurance Sports
Among coaches and athletes, the type
and amount of strength training necessary for LIEE has been controversial (43,
59). Also controversial is the degree to
which strength training affects LIEE.
Recently, data from several longitudinal
studies have indicated that strengthpower training can enhance long-duration endurance (i.e., LIEE). This brief
review will deal with those studies.
Correlational-Descriptive Studies
Strength or power measures have been associated with endurance performance in
several studies in various sports. For example, studies have shown strong correlations between swimming performance up
to 400 m and maximum strength/power
of the upper body (11, 12, 18, 46, 61).
Among road cyclists, anaerobic power
has been shown to be a major factor separating higher and lower ranked athletes
(60). Anaerobic power was a critical factor determining success among crosscountry runners with similar V˙ O2max values (8). Additionally, evidence indicates
that distance runners with more powerful muscles are more likely to succeed
(37). These data indicate the potential
for strength training and increased maximum strength to enhance endurance.
Longitudinal Studies
Several longitudinal studies have noted
an association between increased

strength and increased anaerobic power
and measures of endurance as a result of
strength training in untrained or minimally endurance trained subjects (20,
24, 31, 38, 41, 45, 49, 56), including
middle-aged and older subjects (25).

Paavolainen et al. (40) investigated the
effects of “explosive strength training”
on the performance capabilities of 18
well-trained male orienteers (V˙ O2max =
65 mL·kg–1·min–1). In an attempt to
partially control for training volume differences, endurance training time was
replaced with strength training (32% of
total time) so that the total approximate
training time was equal between experimental (GpE, n =10) and control (GpC,
n = 8) groups. Training lasted 9 weeks.
Interestingly, GpE showed a small decrease in V˙ O2max over the training period. However, GpE showed superior
gains compared to the control group in
maximum strength (isometric leg press)
a 20-m sprint, jumping ability, anaerobic capacity (VMART), running economy, and most importantly, 5-km time.

important aspect of road cycling success
is the ability to maintain high average
power outputs during a race (4). However, the ability to develop and to maintain reasonable levels of power can be
diminished by endurance activities,
such as road cycling training, and may
be related to hormonal alterations (26).
Therefore, interventions allowing
power development and maintenance
may beneficially affect LIEE. Bastiaans
et al. (4), using 14 male competitive
road cyclists, investigated the effects of
explosive strength training on endurance-related factors. As with
Paavolainen et al. (40), endurance
training time was replaced with
strength training (37% of total time) so
that the total approximate training time
was equal between experimental (GpE,
n = 6) and control (GpC, n = 8) groups.
Although the addition of strength training resulted in small increases in power
output and riding efficiency, the major
effect dealt with power development
and “short-duration performance.”
Short-term performance was measured
by calculating mean power output at a
fixed pedal rate (60 rpm) during a 30second ergometer test. It was shown
that GpC lost mean power and GpE
showed small increases over the 9-week
period. The authors (4) suggested that
the data indicated strength training attenuated the commonly observed loss in
power and sprint ability associated with
long-duration endurance training. Furthermore, GpE showed slightly greater
improvement in work accomplished
during a 1-hour ergometer time trial,
compared with GpC. These data indicate that replacing a portion of endurance training with explosive
strength training can preserve or can enhance the ability to maintain high
power outputs, at least for short periods, and that this can translate into factors associated with enhanced LIEE
(based on the 1-hour time trial).

Strength training also has been shown
to have beneficial effects on endurance
factors associated with road cycling. An

These data suggest that (a) maximum
strength can be associated with LIEE;
(b) strength training can improve LIEE

Strength training also has been shown to
produce increases in endurance among
trained subjects and well-trained athletes. Hickson (19) studied the effects of
adding strength training to the overall
training programs of endurance trained
subjects (8 men, 2 women, n = 10). The
subjects were moderately endurancetrained (>50 mL·kg–1·min–1). Ten weeks
of strength training (3d·wk–1) emphasizing leg and hip strength resulted in
marked gains in maximum strength
(20–38%). Although there was little
change in V˙ O2max, incremental treadmill and cycle times were increased significantly, as was time to exhaustion on a
cycle ergometer at a constant work rate
(80–85% of V˙ O2max). From a practical
standpoint, 10-km running time decreased from 42:27 ± 1:59 to 41:43 ±
1:45 (n = 9).
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or factors associated with LIEE; and (c)
as with strength/power sports, there is a
degree of specificity in the endurance
adaptations.

Specificity, Training Volume,
Hypertrophy, and Lag-Time
Issues
Not all studies have shown that strength
training enhances endurance (see, for
example, references 6 and 7). There are a
number of reasons for this.
•

•

One possibility is that strength
training has little effect on endurance factors. In the authors’
opinions, this factor is unlikely because (a) there are ample studies indicating an effect can occur, and (b)
athletes and coaches are very pragmatic. It is the authors’ opinions and
observations that most coaches, particularly those coaching elite athletes—including endurance athletes—do advocate some form of
strength training in the belief that it
will enhance performance. Over the
long term, it is quite unlikely that
athletes and coaches would continue
to waste time and effort on training
that does not produce reasonable results.
One of the most important and viable training principles deals with
mechanical specificity (53). Mechanical specificity deals with the
degree of similarity between training exercises and performance. For
example, it is possible that the type
of resistance training program used
was not specific enough for the
sport or event. Bastiaans et al. (4)
argued that one possible explanation for Bishop and colleagues’ (7)
finding no improvement in endurance with strength training
deals with the type of contraction
used. Bishop et al. (7) used typical
heavy slow-velocity strength training, which may not match the
characteristics of the task (in this
case, high speed endurance cycling). In this context, it is inter-
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•

•
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esting that both Paavolainen et al.
(40) and Bastiaans et al. (4) used
dynamic explosive moments for
the training intervention, which
may have matched the characteristics of the performance task better
than slower movements. However,
Millet et al. (34) used typical heavy
strength training procedures and
found improvements in movement
economy among very well-trained
cross-country skiers. Perhaps the
task-specificity aspects of crosscountry skiing are such that heavy
strength training may produce an
effect on movement economy or
some other factor that enhances
endurance.
Another factor that may affect the
outcome of training deals with differences in the trained state. It may
be possible that strength training becomes more or less important as the
athlete evolves in his or her sport.
Another factor that may affect the
degree of adaptation to training is
total training volume. Both
Paavolainen et al. (40) and Bastiaans
et al. (4) substituted strength training for endurance activities, thus, to
a point, maintaining total training
volume. Studies adding strength
training to existing training regimens may have increased the total
volume such that accumulated fatigue interfered with adaptations.
One possible mechanism dealing
with poor endurance adaptations
deals with hormonal alterations. The
resting testosterone–cortisol ratio
(T:C) has been shown to be a reasonable index of anabolic-catabolic status and to be related to alterations in
strength and power (16). More recently, gains in HIEE (51) and LIEE
(25) resulting from strength training
also have been associated with resting testosterone and the T:C. High
volumes of training representing a
large training stress can decrease the
T:C (9, 15, 16). The additional stress
of strength training plus endurance
training may alter the T:C such that

Figure.

•

A representation of a paradigm illustrating the potential interrelated mechanisms that can modify endurance performance. Modified from Paavolainen
et al. (40).

endurance gains are compromised
eventually.
Lag-time may affect endurance.
During strength training, maximum strength, power, and specific
performance variables (including
endurance) do not adapt at exactly
the same rate. Often, additional
gains in sports performance may
lag behind strength/power gains
for several weeks or months. It is
possible that the lack of direct correspondence between maximum
strength gains and other performance related variables is associated with a lag-time (2, 53). Lagtime deals with a period of time in
which the athlete learns how to use
training adaptations, particularly
increased strength; the lag-time
may extend many months in some
cases. It is possible that lag-time
may be reduced by careful coaching strategies in which the potential link between strength and
technique/endurance is pointed
out to the athlete. This may partly
be accomplished by pointing out
similarities between training exer-
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•

•

cises (i.e., mechanical specificity)
and performance exercises.
Performance gain mismatch may be
another factor. It is also possible for
increases in strength to continue
after the changes in sport performance, including endurance, become asymptotic. This observation
may indicate that a change in the
type of strength training or types of
exercises being used is necessary
(25).
The degree to which hypertrophy
and lean body mass gains may influence endurance is unknown.
Strength training is often, but not always, accompanied by measurable
hypertrophy. It is reasonable to assume that LIEE in which the body
mass must be supported would be affected negatively by large gains in
body mass, even if the gains were
lean body mass. However, typical ectomorphic endurance athletes are
not likely to gain appreciable body
mass as a result of strength training
regimens (62).
Also of importance is the role of endurance versus recovery. The ability

•

to recover is obviously important
during repeated bouts of exercise.
Although there is little doubt that
endurance capabilities and recovery
capabilities are related, they are not
the same. In this brief review, these 2
aspects are not separately discussed,
because the literature does not always distinguish the effects of one
aspect independently of the other. It
has been the authors’ observations
that not only are HIEE and LIEE
different in nature (performance and
underlying mechanisms), but one’s
ability to recover from HIEE and
LIEE also differs. For example, being
aerobically fit does not guarantee a
rapid recovery from anaerobic activities, particularly heavy resistance
training sessions (27). Perhaps there
is also a strong degree of specificity
of recovery.
It is also possible that strength training could reduce the injury potential
of endurance activities.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Conclusion
Based on this brief review, the authors
have several suggestions: (a) maximum
strength is associated with endurance
factors, a relationship that is likely
stronger for HIEE activities than for
LIEE; (b) strength training can affect
increases in endurance factors for both
HIEE and LIEE; (c) the volume of
strength training plays a role in the endurance adaptation (i.e., higher volumes generally produce greater gains
in endurance); and (d) mechanical
specificity and training program variables also play a role in the degree of
adaptation. The Figure offers a paradigm illustrating potential interrelated
mechanisms that can modify endurance performance (adapted from
Paavolainen et al. [40]). ♦
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